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The order of convergence for the low frequency asymptotics of exterior boundary 
value problems for the Helmholtz equation with variable, possibly non-smooth 
coefficients in two dimensions is shown to be w’, the square of the frequency, except 
for some singular cases. In these cases the asymptotics are characterized completely 
by some lower order terms in the spherical harmonics expansion of the solution to 
the static problem. 0 1992 Academc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be an exterior domain in R2 (i.e., an open domain with bounded 
complement) and consider some boundary value problem for radiating 
solutions u, of the reduced wave equation ((2 + 02) U, =f) with variable 
coefficients in a finite part of Sz. For w + 0 we expect U, to converge to the 
solution u,, of a corresponding static problem (Yu, = fO). In the case of a 
bounded domain Q it is just an exercise to show that Ilu, - ~~(1 d Co2. On 
the other hand the case of an unbounded domain presents some specific 
difficulties which-mostly in the case of constant coefficients-were 
investigated by many authors [2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 12-14, 17-19, 20, 21, 25, 261. 
(For the other geometries see also [9]). These investigations were 
motivated not only by the problem in its own right but also by its 
application to the large time behaviour of solutions to initial boundary 
value problems for the wave equation [3, 11,251 and to existence proofs 
for non-linear wave equations [ 171. 
In the case of Dirichlet’s problem the present authors investigated a new 
way to attack this problem and thereby obtained the correct order of 
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convergence [22] as well as a complete characterization of those 
“components” of U, - u0 which do not decay as fast as w* [23]. 
(Comparing this with the case of a bounded domain we would like to call 
these “components with singular convergence.“) 
In [24] we extended these results to more general boundary value 
problems in dimensions N3 3. While for the Dirichlet problem the 
maximum principle was used heavily, this technical tool was replaced by 
coerciveness and weighted estimates of Poincart’s type. Such techniques 
were originally developed in [ 151 where we studied the low frequency 
asymptotics for a dissipative problem in electromagnetic theory. 
Similar techniques also work in the two dimensional case but have to be 
refined due to the fact that the corresponding static problem has non- 
decaying solutions and-in the case of the Neumann problem-even an 
“eigensolution.” 
To state our results let us introduce some notations and assumptions as 
well as the notion of a solution for w 3 0. 
We write 
r := r(x) := 1x1, 5 := (f(x) :=x/r 
and with p>O, p2>p, >O: 
B(p):={x~R’:r<p} 
S(p) := {xER*:r=p} 
A(p):= {xER*:r>p} 
Z(P,,P,):=A(P,)~B(P,) 
Q(p) := Q n B(p). 
The notations for several function spaces are adopted from [4]. V” 
denotes some closed subspace of W’~*(Q) containing W;*(Q), and- 
following [27]-we define 
Y /“Ox := {u E V: supp v is bounded 1 
V’Oc := {u E W,‘;:(Q): $u E V if $ E C,“(R2) and I/I z 1 near LX2}. 
V’“’ is supposed to satisfy a local compactness condition, i.e., V’Oc is 
compactly embedded into LF,,(sZ). 
With respect to the real valued coefficients of the underlying differential 
operator 
TV:= i (?,,(a ,,,“, a,v)-pl; 
,,.M = I 
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we make the general assumptions 
a =a,,, 
~a,.mln,w,~~,2 ’ 
PCL”(Q), 
1s uniformly positive definite, 
swP(a,,, - ~,m) ” suPP P = Q(R,), 
where R, > 0 is fixed large so that 
A(R,) c f22. 
We shall formulate the boundary value problems using continuous 
sesquilinear forms on vxv: 
.d(u, 0) :=I, (, z=, a,,,,d,u d,C+ puti) dx 
2: a “boundary form,” i.e., 9?(u, u) = 0 for u E ?‘, u E IJV’,$~(SZ) 
B<,,(U, u) := d(u, u) + B(u, u) - 02(u, u). 
( ., )(S) and /I II(S) always denote scalar product and norm in L2(S) 
and-if no domain is indicated-in L2(sZ). We shall use the same notations 
d, LA?‘, L&,, resp. ( ., ) if one partner is in Vyc and the other in V“” or 
resp. as 
(u, II) :=,IimX i uVdx 
Q;)(P) 
whenever this limit exists. We assume that for all U, u E V 
$du, 0) = @Au, u) 
and 
mu, u) 2 Y IIVUII 2 (1) 
with some y > 0. 
With 
R, := 2R, 
we consider data which are supported in Q(R,) u 852 and denote the space 
of data by ~9~0: 
g0 := (j%L2(Q): suppf~Q(R,) u ~22). (2) 
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Then for o 2 0 and f~ g0 a solution of the boundary value problem 
P(w, f) is an element U, E Vrloc satisfying 
%(U,O> u)+(fru)=O for all u E Yvox (3) 
Du,,, - iwu,, E L2(Q), (4) 
where 
For the formulation of the usual coercive boundary value problems in the 
above context-like Neumann’s problem, the “third” or mixed boundary 
value problems-see, e.g., [l] or [28]. 
In the case of Dirichlet’s problem the present authors gave an argument 
why-even under our weak assumptions on the coefficients--P(o, f) is 
uniquely solvable for WE (0, o,] if o0 > 0 is sufficiently small [23]. This 
argument carries over to the present situation due to local compactness. 
Thus for w E (0, o,] we have well-defined solution operators denoted by 
G,, : 
G,(f) := u,, for 0 E (0, u,]. 
For o = 0 the situation is more complicated and we have to distinguish the 
two cases where either P(0, 0) admits the trivial solution only-henceforth 
referred to as Case l-or P(0, 0) admits a nontrivial solution-Case 2. By 
(1) it may be shown that the constant functions c. 1 are the only possible 
non-trivial solutions of P(0, 0). Hence in Case 2 we shall get solvability of 
P(0, f) only if 
CL l>=O (5) 
holds and the solution is not unique at all. However, we shall define a 
generalized unique solution even when in Case 2 (5) is violated. 
In both cases a function u0 which solves (3), (4) for o =0 admits a 
spherical harmonics expansion 
where 
dX)=Po+ f. r '(~j.Is,,1(5)+~i,2sj,*(r)), 
,=I 
(6) 
S,,1(5) :=wj~e(5)), s,,2C0 := SW. e(t)) 
and Q(t) E [0,27r) denotes the angle between 5 and the first unit vector. 
This series together with its derivatives of any order converges absolutely 
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and uniformly in A(R,). Because of (4) the series cannot contain any 
strictly increasing terms. For the coefficients j&, resp. ,uj,k we have the 
estimates 
PO G c lluoll (Q(W), p.,,k d CR’, iiuoii (Q(&)) (7) 
with some c independent of u0 and j. 
In Case 2 we want to modify our notion of a solution of P(0, f). Namely 
we replace (4) by 
q)(x) =/L!,(x) + qr-‘) as r -+ cc for some fi = p(uo) E C (8) 
with 
1 1 in Case 1 L(x) ‘= & (In r-8) in Case 2 (9) 
/I := In 2 - y + i71/2, y: Euler’s constant. (10) 
The definition of a is dictated by the asymptotics at 0 of the Hankel 
function Hr’ of the first kind and order 0 which gives the fundamental 
solution for d + o2 up to the factor i/4. In Case 1 (8) and (4) are equiv- 
alent. 
It will turn out that in both Cases problem (3), (8) is uniquely solvable for 
any f E g0 and that in Case 2 
ii=(f,l> (11) 
holds. We denote the corresponding solution operator by Go. 
As in [23,24] with JEN we define gJ to be the space of all data f ego 
for which 
u. := G,(f) = O(r--‘) as r-+00. 
Then the solution u. is said to belong to %J. Notice that 
f~%==(xl>=o in Case 2. (12) 
After these preparations we are ready for the formulation of our results. 
THEOREM 1. For any bounded subdomain B of Q there exist constants 
c>Oandw,~(O,~~] such thatforanyfE& 
IlGuf - Gof II (B) G c II f II 02, (13) 
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provided that in Case 2 f satisfies the additional condition 
(Gof, l>=O. (14) 
In Case 1 no additional condition is needed. 
If in Case 2 condition (14) is violated then the factor co* on the right-hand 
side of (13) has to he replaced by co* jln ~1. 
Let us introduce functions E,, E, E Y-l“’ fulfilling (k := 1, 2) 
%(Ek, v)=O for any v E Vvox 
(15) 
& -rsdt) satisfies (8) 
as well as in Case 1 the function E, E V”’ fulfilling 
go(Eo, 0) = 0 for any v E Vvox 
E,-lnr satisfies (8). 
In Case 2 let E.E Vy-loc fulfill 
S&??,v)+(l,o)=O for any v E Vvox 
E - r2/4 satisfies (8). 
Theorem 1 is a specialization of the main result: 
(16) 
THEOREM 2. For any bounded subdomain B of Q there exist constants 
c>Oandw,~(O,w,] such thatforanyfE&andoE(O,col] 
IIG,f-Gof-Fwf II(B)GcIlfllo* 
where in Case 1 
F,,f := PO 
In 0 + A, - b Eo+im2 In4 (P~,~E,+P~,~E~) 
and in Case 2 
F,f= &lnw+$W*(lnw)* 
> 
(f, 1) 
+~~211nol/(1;L)i+(f,~)I+K(~I,IEl+~~.~E2)). (17) 
Here po, pl,l, pl,* are the coefficients in the expansion (6) of u. := G,(f), 
fi is defined by (lo), and 
1, := lim (E, -In r), 2 :=i dx. (18) ,+a: &a 
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Let us compare Theorem 2 with those of the cited results which deal 
with the two-dimensional, non-Dirichlet case. 
For the Neumann problem with constant coefficients McCamy [2] 
proves the validity of an expansion 
G,f(x) = f rk’z’ ’ M,Jx) ok(ln w)’ [. 1: Gauss brackets (19) 
k=O /=O 
and determines 
~o,l(x)=~ (f, I>, M,,,(x) = G,f(x) + some constant. 
For small non-zero o this series converges uniformly with respect to x in 
bounded subsets of Q. 
This result has been sharpened by Muravei who studies the large time 
behaviour of solutions to exterior initial boundary value problems for the 
two-dimensional wave equation in a series of papers (see [11] and the 
literature cited there). In [lo] he shows bf,j= 0 for odd k and determines 
MO,, completely as well as M,,,. There is a confusion of signs in [lo]: the 
Green’s function is defined as that of -A - w2 but handled as that of 
A + w2. This seems to cause a wrong sign for M,,, (the example of the 
Neumann problem in the exterior of the unit circle with constant boundary 
data provides a quick test for the correct signs). With corrected signs 
Muravei’s result reads as follows: 
G,j(x)=G,f(x)+ &ln~+$w2(ln~)2 
> 
(f, l)+O(o’lno). 
In [25] Werner studies resonance phenomena for solutions of exterior 
initial boundary value problems for the inhomogeneous wave equation. 
For the Neumann condition and for time independent compactly 
supported inhomogeneities f he obtains a logarithmic resonance, provided 
that (f, 1) # 0. To derive this phenomenon he gives another proof of the 
asymptotic relation 
G,f(x) =& In o(f, 1) + G,f(x) + O(o’(ln w)~). 
If one reads Theorem 2 only for constant coefficients and the Neumann 
problem it provides a further term, namely M,, i, in the expansion (19). 
However, the theorem is neither bound to the Neumann problem (even in 
Case 2 one might think of non-local boundary conditions) nor is it bound 
to constant coefficients. For variable coefficients we mention a result by 
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Ramm [ 141 who proves convergence G,, f -+ G,f if (f, 1) =0 by an 
indirect argument. Ramm’s argument also applies to the third boundary 
value problem. 
For the third boundary value problem (a special case of Case 1) and 
constant coefficients Muravei [lo] obtains 
where the O-term again is a convergent series and cp and the number c are 
determined via some integral equation. Stuwe and Werner [lS] allow the 
presence of a compactly supported potential and prove 
Results for more general exterior elliptic problems have been obtained by 
Vainberg [21]. 
The approaches in [2, 10, 18, 253 all make use of integral equation 
methods. Our result is proved in a completely different way which allows 
us to treat non-smooth variable coefftcients and non-smooth boundaries 
without extra effort. Near the surface of a circle S(R(w)), expanding of 
order o-‘, we estimate the difference w w := G, f - Go f by the restriction 
of w, to a fixed bounded subset B c Q using a representation formula. w, 
is then considered as the solution of a boundary value problem in Q(R(o)) 
for which some controlled degenerate coercivity estimate holds uniformly 
with respect to o. By weighted Poincare inequalities w, can then be 
estimated by o2 in B provided that G,f decays sufftciently rapidly at co. 
In the following section we provide the weighted Poincare inequalities 
and, as a byproduct, prove existence and uniqueness for the static solution. 
Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1 under the stricter assumption 
f E &. A discussion of singular cases then yields our results in Case 1 
(Sect. 4) as well as in Case 2 (Sect. 5). 
2. POINCAR~ INEQUALITIES 
In addition to the radii R,, R, let us introduce 
R,:=2R,=4Ro 
and let us, without loss of generality, assume that In R, > 1. In the sequel 
p will denote the weight function 
p(x) := 1 + P /In rl. 
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LEMMA 1. There exists a constant c” such that for any R > R, and any 
v E vvox with supp v c Q(R) 
IIpplv(l d Z Iln RI ‘I2 liVvjl (20) 
IIF’VII 6c”Wvll + 11~11 (Z(R,> &)I) (21) 
lk-‘VII d c” IIW if <v, 1 )(Z(R,, &)I = 0 (22) 
11~11 d c”R IIW. (23) 
Proof To prove the lemma it suffices to consider v which are smooth 
in the closure of A(R,). Fix I? > R, and consider the equality (cf. [ 163) 
(Wt WI =4 llD412 (Z& WI + 
Applying the divergence theorem to the last integral and noting that the 
left-hand side is non-negative we obtain 
2 (Z(k, R))64 lIDvl12 (Z(k, R))+& IIvlI* (S(b. (24) 
On the other hand, by an argument similar to the proof of “Poincare’s 
inequality II” [7, p. 271 one obtains 
Ilull wm ~41v~l12 wm + 11~112 bm)) (25) 
with some c > 0. Here the local compactness condition upon Y’Oc is used. 
To estimate II VII ’ (S(R)) one may represent 
v@i”)= -j,” t ~ “*(t “*Dv( tt )) dt, 
use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, square, and integrate with respect to 
r to obtain 
llull* (s(R))<k(ln R-ln R) llDvil* (Z(k, R)). 
Combining this with (24) and (25) yields the first estimate (20). 
To get the second estimate (21) one may integrate (24) with respect to 
R between R, and R2 to obtain 
/I /I 
-& * (Z(R,, RI) 64 IIWl* (Z(R,, RI) + c IId* (Z(R,, R,)) 
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with some c > 0. Using 
lb/l2 (Q(R,)) 6 c(llwl* (WR*))+ 11412 (Z(R,, R,))) 
Instead of (25) and combining the two inequalities above yields (21). 
The third estimate (22) follows from (21) with the help of Poincare’s 
inequality for functions of vanishing mean value. 
To prove (23) we start with the inequality 
0 6 IlY Du + ul12 (Z(R,, R)) 
and proceed as in the derivation of (24) to obtain 
llf412 (Z(&> RI) + &I lI4z (S(KJ) G lly WI2 (mch R)). 
Combining this inequality with (25) (for I? := R,) yields (23). Q.E.D. 
From (21) one gets an existence and uniqueness result for problem P,(f) 
as well in Case 1 as in Case 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let o = 0. The only possible solution of the homogeneous 
problem (3), (4) is the constant function. In both Cases problem (3), (8) is 
uniquely solvable for any f E 9,,, and for any bounded subdomain B of Sz we 
have 
IIGof II (B)dc Ilf II (26) 
with some constant c > 0 depending on B but not on J In Case 2 (11) holds, 
i.e., the constant ji ,from (8) is determined as (f, 1 ). 
Proqf: Let 
9; := {uEL~,,(Q): I/p ~‘u/I < Co} 
K := {uEv’“c: IIp-‘ul12+ ~IVul12< co}. 
Evidently Vi and +‘i are Hilbert spaces, and as in the proof of 
[16, Theorem 4.33 we see that Y”“” is dense in Vi. Hence estimate (21) 
from Lemma 1 continuous to hold for u E q. From (6) one concludes that 
any solution of (3), (4) with f E & is in ^y;. Since B0 is continuous on V, 
we may insert any solution u of the homogeneous problem into both 
arguments of (3), apply (1 ), and conclude that u is constant. 
Denoting the scalar product in V0 by ( ., . )0 := (p -2., . ) and the 
characteristic function of Z(R,, R,) by x we define selfadjoint operators 
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such that D c “y; and 
hold for any v E V,, u E D. The domains of L, and L, coincide because they 
are given by 
Lo is a selfadjoint realization of -p2Z in VO. Combining (1) and (21) we 
see that the sesquilinear form for L, is strongly coercive on V,, i.e., 
Bo(u, u) + (xu, u> b c(IIw12 + lIP-‘~l12) 
holds for all u E Vi with some C > 0. Hence L, has a bounded inverse. 
L, can be written as L, -M where A4 denotes multiplication by p2x. It 
follows that L, is a relatively compact perturbation of L,: any sequence 
which is bounded in the graph-norm of L, is bounded in 5 and by local 
compactness contains a subsequence converging in L’(supp x). Hence 
Fredholm’s alternative holds for the equation L,u = g. Now u solves (3), 
(4) if and only if Lou= -py Thus we obtain unique solvability of (3) (4) 
in Case 1. In Case 2 we have solvability of (3), (4) if and only if 
(LP2f)o=<Lf)=O (27) 
and uniqueness can be enforced by prescribing pLo =!= 0 in (6). 
Let us, once and for all, introduce a cut-off function v E Cs(R2) of the 
type 
where 
v(x) := fi(rlRo) (28) 
Hence YI = 1 in A(R, ) and v] = 0 in Q(R,). Later we shall impose additional 
conditions upon n. 
Evidently 
00 :=tfL (30) 
solves (3), (8) for the datum 
f:=w 0 := d(vfL I= (4 1 L + 2(Dtl)(DL ,)EGSo. (31) 
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Moreover by Green’s formula 
(w,, l,=j DLdo= 1. (32) 
S(RI) 
Hence a projection argument shows that (3) (8) is solvable for any fe L&, 
and that the constant b from (8) is (f, 1): The solution is the sum of 
(f, 1) u0 and that solution of (3) (4) for datum f - (f, 1) wO E GSI for 
which pLo = 0. 
To see that the solution of (3), (8) is unique let u denote a solution of 
the homogeneous problem and p the corresponding constant from (8). 
Then ii := u - fioO solves (3), (4) for the datum -,iw,, whence /Ii vanishes 
by (27) and (32). But then u is constant, the constant being 0 by (8). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. In Case 1 with some c > 0 
holds for any v E VuO-‘. 
Proof: If the assertion is wrong then 
inf{%?()(u, u):u~Yr, (u,u),= 1) =O. 
BY (1) 
lim /Vu,l\ = 0 
for a minimizing sequence (u,). By Rellich’s compactness theorem we may 
assume that (u,) converges in L2(Z(R,, R,)) and whence in Yr by (21). 
Then the limit u minimizes &&,(a, u) among all v in Yr and on the unit 
sphere of YO. By the corresponding Euler equation ZJ is a non-zero solution 
of the homogeneous problem (3) (4). Hence we are not in Case 1 but in 
Case 2. Q.E.D. 
3. PRELIMINARY ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES 
To avoid complicated formulations we introduce the following 
shorthand notation for non-negative functions F,, G, on S, (and numbers 
a,, 6,) depending on the frequency o, 
Fo, < G,, in S, (resp. a, 4 6,) 
if and only if there exist constants c, w, > 0 such that for o E (0, o,] 
FAX) d CC,,(X) for all x E S, (resp. a, d cb,). 
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If the right-hand side of such an estimate contains a factor which explicitly 
depends on some further parameter, as, e.g., data of boundary value 
problems, then “<” is supposed to hold uniformly with respect to the 
elements of the parameter set, i.e., c and or can be chosen independently 
of the parameter. 
The aim of this section is to prove the following preliminary asymptotic 
estimates: 
LEMMA 3. LetfEgJ,J=l orJ=3,g~90,u,:=G,f,u,:=G,g. Then 
for any bounded subdomain B of Q the following estimates hold: 
(i) If f E g3 and we are in Case 1: 
JIG - 4 (B) -( Ilf- gll + co2 II .flL 
(ii) Zf f E 9&, we are in Case 2, and additionally 
(% l>=O 
is satisfied: 
Il~,-~,ll(B)<I~~w IIf-gll+~211fll. 
(iii) If f E & and we are in Case 2: 
II~,,--olI (B)i IIn 4 IIf - gll +m211n 01 Ilf Il. 
(iv) Zf f E 9, and we are in Case 1: 
Il~,-~~ll~~~<Ilf-~ll+~I~~~l llfll. 
(v) If f E gl and we are in Case 2: 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
II~,--oll (B)i Ilnwl Ilf -41 +o Ilnd2 llf II. (36) 
Putting f = 0 we obtain as a corollary from Lemma 3(i) resp. 3(iii) 
COROLLARY 1. For g E @, and any bounded subdomain B c l2 
II G, Al (B) < llsll in Case 1 
IIG,, gll (B) < Iln w II gll in Case 2. 
Putting g = f in Lemma 3(v) and recalling (26) we get 
(37) 
COROLLARY 2. If in Case 2 f E 9, then for any bounded subdomain 
BcQ: 
II G,f II (B) -x II f II. (38) 
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Proof (of Lemma 3). Without loss of generality we may assume 
B := Q(R,). 
With y from (1) and S from Lemma 1 let us fix 
q := z-‘(y/2)“2, 
define 
R := R(o) := yap’, 
and assume, as we may, 
R(o,) 2 2R,. 
Then by (l), (23), and the choice of q 
Y llW12 d %(u, 0) d 29c(u, 0) 
holds for any v E V”“” with support Q(R) and o E [0, o,]. 
With the aid of v (c.f. (29)) we define further cut-off functions 
i(x) := ij(r/R, 1 
x(x) :=x,(x) := 1 -f(2r/R(w)). 
Thus 
il A(&) = 1, i/B(R,)-Q XlB(R,2)= 1, XIA(R)=O 
and 
Let 
(39) 
w,, := u, - ug, 
whence w, E V’Oc and 
~co(W”, u)=(f-gg,u)+~2<4hu> 
holds for any u E V’““. The identity 
~oJ(xww 9 ~w,)=Re(S-g,~~~,)+~~Re(u~,~~w,)+ll(V~)~~~ll~ 
(40) 
may be obtained by partial integration (see [24, Lemma 21). Putting 
Z := Z, := Z(R/2, R) 
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and recalling (40) and (2) we can estimate from above: 
%Axwan P,) -=K Ilf- .!A/ llP-lxwJ 
+ co2 lIPXf4ll IIP-lx~wll + co2 ll%Jl/2 (-0 (41) 
BU(xw,, xw,) is estimated from below using (39) as well as Lemma 2 
(in Case 1) resp. (20) (in Case 2) 
(4w))r’ IIP-1xw<ol12~%Jbww~ PA (42) 
where 
i 
1 
l(w) := (ln o( 
in Case 1 
in Case 2. 
Combining (41) and (42) implies 
11%112 cm< IIPe!%l12<uw)2 llf-iTlIZ 
+ (4w))2 co4 IIPX~oI12 + 40) 6J2 IIwwl12 (0
Since u0 E XJ and by (7), IIpxu,Il 2 can be estimated by 
(43) 
i 
On ~1’ c2 Ilfll’ 
IIPxf4l’~ ,lfll? 
if J=l 
if J= 3, (44) 
and we have to concentrate on II w,/I (Z). 
For o > 0 we may consider [ U, as a whole space solution of an 
inhomogeneous Helmholtz resp. Poisson equation. Starting from the usual 
representation formula and integrating by parts (see [23, Lemma 21) we 
obtain for x E Z 
%(X) = i&Ax) = 1 C@,(x, Y) .&(Y) 
+2~,@,(4 Y).N(Y)l .&(Y) & (45) 
Here 
4Po(x, y) := & (In 1x1 - In Ix - yl ) 
and Qp,, o > 0, is the outgoing fundamental solution of the Helmholtz 
operator: 
@Jx, Y)=+b”(u, lx-YO. (46) 
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Applying (45) to U, and u0 and subtracting we get for x E Z 
w,,(x) = L(x) + J,(x) + @dx, 0)(X, ww), (47) 
where 
J,(x) := J (@,(x7 VI - @o(.T Y)) .4(Y). %(Y) 4J 
Notice that all the integrands vanish outside of Z(R,, R2). 
Since 
for (x, y) E Z x B(R,) 
I,, can be estimated by 
11al < 0 IIw,II (B) in Z. (48) 
For .I, we obtain 
IJWI -Kd Ilfll in Z (49) 
in exactly the same way as in [23, proof of Lemma 3, expecially Eq. (26)] 
where a similar integral, also called J, there, is treated. (We also invoke 
6’61.1 
It remains to consider the third term @Jx, O)(&, w,). Notice, first of 
all, that A[ is radially symmetric, whence by (6) and since (at least) u0 E 2, 
we have (Al, uO) = 0 and thus may replace w, by u,,. With the help of 
Green’s formula one obtains 
(AL w,> = (Ai, u,,) 
= CL Au<o)(Q(R,))- (1, hoXS(&)) 
= -02<L w,)(Q(R,)) - 02<L %)(Q(R,)) 
- (1, ho)(S(R2)). 
For t>R, let 
o,(t) := t-‘(1, u,)(S(t)). 
(50) 
(51) 
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Since u,,> is a solution of the homogeneous Helmholtz equation in A(R,) we 
see (using polar coordinates) that ecu satisfies an ordinary differential 
equation of Bessel type. Thus a,(t) is a multiple of H!‘(M) because u,,> is 
outgoing. Hence, with any fixed TE [R,, R,], we obtain 
o,(t) = a,(T) 
H;‘(wt) 
H,$“(oT) 
and hence 
(52) 
(1, Du,)(S(Rd) = 
oR, Hh’)‘(wR,) 
THc,j(wT) 
0 
The Hankel functions of integer order j 3 0 are 
H;‘)(s) = s-‘G(s’) + &(s’) . In s, 
(1, uw)(S(T)). 
given by [S] 
G(O), @O) Z 0, 
(53) 
(54) 
where G, 5 are entire functions. From this we get 
oR2Hb”‘(~R2) 1 
TH;“(wT) < Jln 0.1) (55) 
Since USE&, (1, u,)(S(T)) can be replaced by (1, w,)(S(T)), and by 
elliptic interior regularity the latter can be estimated by 
I(13 w,XS(T))I < IIw,II (W+ ll(d+o’) wall (W 
-c lIw,ll (B) + co2 ll~oll (W 
4 IIu’,,II tm+u2 Ilfll. 
Combining (50) (55) (56), and the estimate 
I@,( .2 011 < 1 in Z 
(which follows by (54)) we get for the third term in (47) 
(56) 
I~,(x,O)(~i,w,,)I~Ilnol-’ lIw,,II (B)+m2 llfll in Z. (57) 
Combining (48) (49), and (57) the L2-norm of w, over Z may be 
estimated by 
IIWOJII (Z) -co-’ lln W’ I/w,,lI (W+(wJm’ +m) Ilfll. (58) 
We now insert (58) and (44) into (43) and obtain for J=3, 
Jw IIw,,II (B)<4o) llf-gll +4w)w2 llfll +- 
Iln WI 
IIw,II (B) (59) 
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and for J= 1, 
IlwJ (B)-:4o)ll If- gll +4w)o Ilnol ll.fll +(~n Il~~,,ll (W. (60) 
Swallowing the last term on the right-hand side into the left-hand side of 
(59) resp. (60) we obtain assertions (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) of Lemma 3. 
For the proof of assertion (ii) it is sufficient to consider the case f = g. 
The case f # g can then be obtained from Corollary 1. 
Let us define 
where 
1 
U,,(x) := - v(x) cJ,(r), 2n 
n is given by (28) and rrcU is defined by (51) and extended into RZ\ (0) by 
(52). Hence 
By this construction for t > R, 
(k, 1 >(s(t)) = 0 
and hence 
(fi,, 1 )(Z(R,, &))=O. 
We now redefine 
W lo. w-MO. 
.= fj 
For w, we get (43) with g =f, and I(w) = 1 instead of f(o) = Iln 01. This 
stems from the fact that now we may apply (22) instead of (20) in the 
derivation of (42)! Estimate (44) (with J= 3) remains unchanged. In (47) 
the third term Qo(x, O)(d[, w,) vanishes. Therefore the last term in (43) 
can be swallowed into the left-hand side and we obtain 
Ilwall (B)< Ilf-f,,II +o* llfll = ll(d +o*) U,” II +o* Ilfll 
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and from this 
II%--0lI (B)+oZ llfll + ll(A + QJ2) U,,,Il + II~JI (W 
By (52) and (53) 
(61) 
a,(t) = (1, mo)(~(R,)) 
Hf’(wt) 
R,oH;“(oR,)’ 
From Green’s formula we get 
(1, %,XS(R,))= (-AL ~a,,> + CL Au,,)(B) 
= (-AL u,> -u2(L u,,)(B). 
Noting that (I- 0 E Vex and 1 - [ = G,( - A[) hold we find 
<LWoXW,))= -~~(l-i,~,)+u~(l-i,~,,)--‘(l,~,,)(B) 
= (1 -i,f)-~2<L u,)(B). 
Since uO E Z3 implies ( uO, 1 )(B) = ( uO, 1 ) and since 1 - c = 1 in supp J; 
we obtain by (34) and (12) 
(1, ~u,,XWW=~2U, uo-u,,)(B), 
and hence 
c,,W=~~<L uo-u,)(B) 
Hb”(cot) 
R,oHb’)‘(oR,) 
With (54) we obtain 
ll(A + 02) U,II + II U,lI (B) < w2 Iln 01 Ilu, - uoI/ (B). 
Hence in (61) the two terms containing U, can be consumed on the left- 
hand side and the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
4. THE FULL ASYMPTOTIC IN CASE 1 
For the Dirichlet problem in [23] the proof of the asymptotic behaviour 
of G,,,f was completed by a discussion of cases of possibly singular 
convergence, after one had obtained the asymptotics 
IIGJ- Gof II = Wo2) for f E9$ 
llC,f- Gdll = O(lln 4 -‘I for f ~9~. 
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In Case 1 this can be done in exactly the same way replacing the solution 
operators for Dirichlet problems by those for the boundary value problems 
in question.’ (See also the proof of Lemma 6 below.) 
We therefore consider Theorem 2, and hence Theorem 1, as proved in 
Case 1 after having shown the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4. Let f~ g0 and u,, := G,f for WE [O,oO]. Then for any 
bounded subdomain B c Q 
llu,--o/l (B)< IlnC’ Ilfll. 
ProoJ: Again we may assume B = Q(R,). 
(7) and (26) 
Il*ol Gc llfll 
with some c independent off: 
With 
For pLo from (6) we have by 
(62) 
h,(x) := 
Hr’(wr) 
H:‘(o) 
h,(x) := 1 
let 
vu := vL 3 w E t-0, %I 
cp,* := 64 + 0’) u,, = (h) L + 2(Q)(k). 
Recalling (54) we obtain for o > 0 
l/~,--oll (B)< Ilnwl -ml 
IIT,,, - %ll (B) < Iln 4 -’ 
(see also [23]). 
(63) 
(64) 
Hence, noting that G,cp, = vO, G,,,cp, = u,, and using (37), (63), (64) in 
the second step, we get 
IIG,cpo - G,c~~ll (B) G IIG,(cpo- cp,)II (B) + Ilu, - 4 (B) -x Iln 4 -‘. (65) 
Now 
Ilu, - uoll (4 G IIGJf- PO(PD) - Gdf- ~c/dl (4 
+ I/d /IG,,vo - Go~oll (B). 
’ In fact L”-norms were used in [23] rather than L2-norms, but this does not cause any 
change in the arguments. 
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By construction f-p,,qo E 9, so we may apply Lemma 3(iv) to the first 
term. The proof is completed by estimating the second term using (62) and 
(65). Q.E.D. 
5. THE FULL ASYMPTOTICS IN CASE 2 
Suppose we are in Case 2 now. Let us, first of all, have a look into (17) 
and consider the term (f; g) (c.f. (16) for the definition of 8). For this we 
have 
LEMMA 5. If j’c 9, and uO := F,, f then 
CL g’> = <%I, 1). 
Proof Recalling the definition (29) of tj let 
x7-b) := 1 - f7(+-), T> R,. 
Then 
In fact, (u,, (Dxr)(DI?)) and ((OxT)(DuO), I?) tend to zero: since the 
zero order term in the expansion (6) of uO vanishes, the non-decreasing 
components of I? have no influence upon these scalar products. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5 shows that under the restrictions 
(f, l>=O (i.e., .fe 2, ; see (12)) (66) 
(u,, I>=0 for u,, := G,f (67) 
the assertion of Theorem 2 is the same as in Case 1. Notice that under 
these restrictions (35) is also the same as (33), provided f = g there. 
The same techniques in [23] can be used to prove Theorem 2 in Case 2 
if, additionally, (66), (67) hold. We shall carry out this proof because we 
shall have to take care of these side conditions in its steps: 
LEMMA 6. Let f s 9, and u,, := G,,J OE [0, coo]. Zf (67) holds then for 
any bounded subdomain B c Q, 
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where P,,~ P,,~ are the first order coefficients in the expansion (6) of u,, and 
E,, E, are defined by (15). 
Proof. Again we may assume B= Q(R,). As in [23] we define for 
.iE { 1; 2}, 
Yw :=kco2 (lnco/ 
h,,,(x) := r - ’ 
hi,,(x) := 
H/(l)(m) 
H;“(w) ’ 
o>o 
$1(x) := (r-r-') S,(5) 
$2(x) := 0, 
where Sj is one of the functions Sj, r or 5’j,2 (see (6)). Accordingly we put 
if S, = S,,, 
if S, = S,,*. (68) 
Then 
This may be proved by elementary calculations, using (54) and the 
knowledge of G and G near 0 (cf. [23, Eq. (SS)]). 
Recalling (28) we put for o E (0, o,] 
Vj := d(?tij,O) 
(Pi,<* := (A + o’)(qli,,J for 0 E (0, oO] 
v ,. (0 := Go> Vj for 0 E [0, wO]. 
Then v~E?~, (P~,,,E~~, and 
1 
v,,o = VU,,0 
Gu cPj,w = ~fi,.o, for 0 E (0, oO]. 
Our first aim is to estimate IIvj.Cu - v.~,~~I (B) for which we write 
Vj,u> - Vj.0 = -Gm(Vj,w - Cpj) + ~(a,,a - c,,o). 
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cpi,w - ‘pi= Yd(rl$j) + p,,co 
b ,,‘O := (4)(&o - fij.0 - Y,$j) 
+ C20) D(a,,o- li,,O-Ywll/j). 
Since d$j = 0 the support of LI(&~) is contained in Z(R,, R, ) and we may 
write 
Vi,0 -~j,o-~,C~ll/j-Go(‘(~~j))l 
= -~w(Gcn - Go)(d(V$j)) 
-G,P.,,,o 
+yl(‘,,w - Lj.O - Ycotij). (70) 
Notice that d(~l//~) and b,,,,, have mean value 0 because they are supported 
in Z(R,, R,) and are products of radially symmetric functions with a 
spherical harmonic of degree j > 0. Recalling (12) we see that in (70) the 
operators G, - Go and G, resp. are applied to functions in 9,. Therefore 
we may apply (36) to estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (70), 
and (38) as well as 
llP,,,Jl + aI2 (71) 
to estimate the second term ((71) can be obtained from (69) by elliptic 
gradient estimates, cf. [23, Eq. (62)]). Estimating the third term by (69) 
and realising that rrl/r -G,(d(q$,)) is just E (cf. (68)) we obtain 
/IV I, to - IJ~,~ - $a’ Iln 01 El1 (B) <co*. (72) 
For j := 2 we get 
IIU 2,<0 -%oI/ tw<QJ* (73) 
since $* = 0. 
To complete the proof let 
k=l 
ThenfE&,, ilo=Gox (Co, l)= (u,, l)=O, and we can estimate 
llG,~-GoTI (B)<o* llfll -cm2 Ilfll 
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by Lemma 3(ii) and (7), (26). Recalling (72) and (73) proves the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
We now have to discuss the two interwoven singular cases when either 
(L 1) = 1 or (f, 1) = 0 but (G,f, 1 ) = 1. It suffices to study any of these 
cases for one specific datum. To introduce these data we prove 
LEMMA 7. The cut-offfunction 4, presented in (28), (29), can be chosen 
in such a way that 
hold for 
(k, l)= (I, l)=O (74) 
k := d(qr*) - q(Ar2) 
I := d(qr* In r) - q(A(r* In r)). 
For such an y 
(q-1,1>=n (see (18)) 
(qL, l)(fi(R,))=~(2lnR,-2P-1) 
hold. 
(75) 
(76) 
bee (9)) 
(77) 
(78) 
Proof Notice that 
Suppk Suppl=Z(R,, R,) (79) 
and hence the scalar products in (74) are integrals over Z(R,, R,). By 
Green’s formula, applied to 1 and the first terms in the definitions of k and 
I resp. we see that (74) is equivalent with 
471R; = 8xR; 5 
2 
sFj(s) ds (80) 
1 
* 4nR: In R, + 2zR: = 87cRi 
s 
(s ln(sR,) + s) q(s) cis. (81) I 
Here the right-hand sides are the volume integrals over Z(R,, R,) of the 
second terms in the definitions of k resp. 1. Let us write Fj = 4 + II/ where 
$ E C,“((l, 2)) and 4 satisfies (29). Then (80), (81) can be considered as a 
problem to find $ E Cr(( 1,2)) such that the scalar products of II/ and two 
given linear independent elements of L*(( 1, 2)) attain prescribed values. 
But this is always possible since C,“((l, 2)) is dense in L2((1, 2)). 
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To prove (77) we write 
(q-1, l)=$(q-1,Ar2)(R2)+Jb=i(dq,r2)+A. 
Now k = r2Ay + 4rDq and by Green’s formula (Aq, r2) = -2( Dy, r ). 
Hence (k, 1) = -(Av, r2) and (77) follows by (74). 
To prove (78) we represent qL as 
qL=&A(qr’lnr-(l+B)gr’)-&(l-(1+/3)k). 
Thus by (74), (79) 
(qL, l)(Q(R,))=& <A(?r2 ln’r- (1 +B) rlr’), 1 )(Q(Rr)) 
and (78) follows by Green’s formula. Q.E.D. 
Let us suppose that q has been chosen according to the preceding lemma 
and recall the definitions (31), (30) of w0 and q,: u0 = qL and w0 = Au, E &So. 
w0 was chosen such that (w,,, 1) = 1 holds (see (32)). Since 
for 
wo = Gogo 
go := Aw,, 
w. and go are data which are suited for the study of the two remaining 
singular cases. Defining 
w, :=G,,go 
we have to consider the differences w, - w. and v,, - uo. 
Notice that one may represent w. as 
w. = G,( go + 02wo) = G, go + w’u, 
and we readily obtain 
WC, - wo = -w2(v, - vo) - 02vo. (82) 
Thus we have to discuss v,, - v. only. 
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LEMMA 8. With g as in (16) and 1 as in (18) we have for any bounded 
subdomain B c Q: 
ii 
V (0 -~~-+~~~(lnw)~+~~~(lno)E. (B)<u2 
/I 
(83) 
w - c* .~,,+&~~ln,~~ (B)<o’. (84) 
Proof Again B = Q(R,) is assumed. Recalling (46) we introduce 
IT,,, := -rpi,,( .) 0). 
BY (54) 
@,,(x, 0) = a, ln(wr) + b, + a, 02r2 ln(wr) + b,u2r2 + z(or), (85) 
where 
Iz(wr)l, w Iz’(wr)l < a4 Iln 01 for r< R,. (86) 
From [S] the numbers a,, b,, a, are given by 
1 
ao:= -2%’ 
b,:=&(ln2+;-y), a, :=&, (87) 
y denoting Euler’s constant. Therefore (see (9)) we may write (85) as 
Qj,,(x, 0) = a, In o - L(x) + a, 02r2 ln(wr) + b, 02r2 + z(wr). (88) 
In the sequal Y,, always denotes an element of L,&(fl) for which 
II Y,,ll (B) -C co*. 
The meaning of Y, may change from step to step. 
To estimate v, - v. we insert -I?,, + B,,, recall the definitions (75), (76) 
of k and 1, and get with the help of (88) 
L’, - B, = G,(wo - (A + w’) fi,) 
= a, In o G,(Q) + a,~* In o G,k 
+w2G,(a,l+b,k)+G,(z(or)d~+2wz’(wr)Dy). (89) 
Recalling (12) we see that by Lemma 7 and Corollary 2 as well as by (86) 
and Corollary 1 the last two terms may be consumed in Y,,,. Also by 
Lemma 7 and Lemma 3(v) the difference o2 In o (G,k- G,k) can be 
consumed in Y, so that G,k can be replaced by G,k. 
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Noting that 
we shall write 
G,,,(dq + w’(Y/ - 1)) = ye - 1 
G,,,(h) = ul - 1 - 02Go(vl - 1) - w’(G,, - Go)(rl - 1). 
By (77) u - 1 has mean value A, whence q - 1 - Jw, has mean value 0 and 
by (12) belongs to 9,. Writing 
G,(4) = r - 1 - ~*Go(v - 1) 
- w2A( G,, - Go) w. - 02( G,, - G,)(q - 1 - IJV,) (90) 
we see that the last term in (90) can be consumed in o Iln 01~ Y,,, by 
Lemma 3(v). 
Recalling the definition of u, we get from (89) and (90): 
0, - fi,,, = a,(ln w)(q - 1) + a, 02(ln w) G,k 
- a,02(ln o) G,(q - 1) - kz,w2(ln w)(v, - uO) + Y,,. (91) 
Since 
6,,, - v. = -vu, In w - u]a, r202 In 0 + Y,, (92) 
we get from (91), (92) 
(1 + luoo2 in o)(u, - uo) 
= -a, In W-U’ In o(u,r*r] - G,(u,k-u,(v] - 1))) + Y,,. (93) 
Notice that 
E=ir2q-Go(Sk+q-1). (94) 
Recalling (87) assertion (83) follows from (93). 
Assertion (84) is a direct consequence of (83) and (82). Q.E.D. 
We are now ready for the final proof of Theorem 2: 
Proof (of Theorem 2 in Case 2). Putting U, := G,,,f for o E [0, wo] let 
us define 
Then 
and we may apply Lemma 6 to obtain the asymptotics of GJ-- Go7 
Since u. - (f, 1) u. E Zr the factor of go in (95) can be transformed by 
Lemma 5 into 
(uo- CL 1) Do, l>=<f-<“Ll>wo, -0 = <.L a - <.L 1>(wo, a. 
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But ( ulO, ,$ vanishes, as we shall show in a moment. Hence we get 
u (3, - uo = (.A 1 Xu,., - 4 + (f, &(w,, - wo) + (Go& Go71 
and the assertion of Theorem 2 in Case 2 follows by Lemma 8 and 
Lemma 6. 
It remains to show that ( wo, I?) vanishes. From (94), (1 1 ), and (16) we 
see that E - ivy2 + lyL E &. Defining 
u:=E+*+iL, 
U satisfies AU=0 in A(R,). Hence (6) is true in A(R,) and (w, U) =0 for 
any radially symmetric function with compact support in A(R,) as, e.g., 
w. = Au, which is supported in Z(R,, R,). Using A(k- U) = 1 (in A(&)) 
and Green’s formula we obtain 
( wo, E) = (W”, E- U) 
= (00, 1 )P(RI)) 
+ <DUO> Jr?- W(S(R,))- (uo, w- U))(S(R,)). 
Since u. = qL the volume integral on the right-hand side can be evaluated 
by (78): it compensates the two surface integrals which can be evaluated 
directly from the definition of k- U. Q.E.D. 
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